New Release This Fall:

We’Moon Tarot
40 years of We’Moon art
distilled into a unique deck of
beautiful We’Moon Tarot cards
from women around the world.
A boxed set of 78 cards
with accompanying booklet.
Designed by We’Moon’s founder,
Musawa
Available November, 2020.
Sign up for our newsletter to
receive email alerts on our website.
wemoon.ws

Night Flight © Liz Darling 2018

Printed by Morel Ink with soy-based ink on 100% recycled paper.
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We’Moon is dedicated to amplifying images & voices of women from diverse perspectives, and seeks to be a welcoming place for all women,
especially for women who are marginalized. We are eager to publish more words and images depicting people of color created by women of color.

Submission Guidelines

NEW! We are now accepting submission via hard copy OR via email! See our website for more info.
1) Each piece of art and writing is circulated at Selection Circles where dozens of women give preliminary
feedback. Therefore, PLEASE: a) Send one piece of art or writing per page and b) Please label the back
of each piece with the title, copyright symbol, your credit name and the credit year.
2) Artwork: Please send reproductions of your work on plain paper, one image per page (no originals*,
none larger than letter-size paper, no more than 16 pieces). To reduce our ecological footprint,
PLEASE do not send glossy prints, plastic sheet protectors, CDs, or other non-recyclable items.
We will contact you for high resolution images if your work is chosen.
3) Photos: Only submit photos of identifiable people if you have written permission from each person
in the photo. Download a subject release form at wemoon.ws/call or contact us, and we'll get one to you.
4) Brief writings: All writing should be on letter-sized paper; do not send originals. Do not send more
than 8 pieces of writing. Limit prose to 350 words (12 words/line); poetry should not exceed 35 lines
(12 words/line). Do not send manuscripts, chapbooks or work in any bound form.
5) We DO accept submissions that are being reviewed simultaneously by other publishers.
6) Please enclose: a) completed and signed Contributor’s License and b) a self-addressed envelope for
notification if you are sending via snail mail (if you are outside the US, no postage is necessary).
7) We will notify you in the Spring to let you know whether or not your work was chosen for publication.
* PLEASE NOTE: DO NOT SEND ORIGINALS. NO ART OR WRITING WILL BE RETURNED

Compensation

Compensation for each
published piece of art or
writing is two complimentary
We’Moon datebooks and a
small honorarium. All published
contributors will get a 40%
discount off the purchase price
of We’Moon products which
include their work. In addition,
the front cover artist will receive
$500, the back cover artist
$350. Artwork and writing
published in the We’Moon
datebook may also be chosen
to be included in We’Moon on
the Wall and/or Greeting Cards,
for which additional terms and
compensation will be given.

We'Moon 2022: The Magical Dark
O Mother Dark O Nyx Goddess of Night Sky
Held tight by your vast emptiness
We invoke your Magic, Daughter of Chaos!
What can you show us in the Heart of Nothing-to-see?
For you, it's the Home of Every Possibility.
Yes, please give us some new possibles:
Hope, Curiosity. Compassion, and Peace, even.
Dare we conjure You for Help?
You have a bad rap, after all,
You and your Sisters Hecate, Kali, Inanna, Morrigan
You and your children Death, Strife, Blame
You ate the Moon again. That seems to be an addiction.
You feast on Change.
Very well: Touch us Change us Devour us
To the Bottom The Black Hole Where light goes extinct.
What did you say? Hocus Pocus?!
Don't make light of this, dark humored one
Or Do, Sacred Witch!
Give us Dream. Give us Surprise.
Miracle. Wonder. Renewal. Another Chance.
Your Shadow secrets sing Mystery.
Your Shadow secrets birth Everything.
Eclipsed © Tamara Phillips 2017

© Bethroot Gwynn 2020

For We’Moon 2022, we draw inspiration from the
cycle of Moon Phases. We begin in the beginning, The
New Moon—the fertile dark, from which life springs
anew. Unseen seeds swell and crack in the moist soil
of darkness, rooting toward deep growth. At this edge
of origins, we celebrate the Dark Goddess archetype,
those Goddesses who embody mystery, the volatile
underbelly, the power of Shadow.

We invite you to dive into the deep oceans of this
creative void where destiny stirs for each of us, for the
planet. Bring us treasures from the precious dark, gifts
from night life. Share with us secrets of the unknown,
dreamscape visions of worlds to come, and outrageous
stories that you have brought back from the other side.
Help us fill our cauldron of possibility for We’Moon
2022: The Magical Dark.

Women! We invite you to submit your art and writing!
What tricks of light and dark have
captured our imagination? What
happens in La Cuna, the space in
between, the emptiness? How can we
be comfortable with the unknown,
especially in such chaotic times? Can
we trust in mystery? How do we
refine our vision to see new promise?
Give us some nocturnal animal lore.
What do you know about nightblooming flowers? About night
vision? Dream wisdom? Share with
us new moon rituals, incantations,
spells, dark moon Goddess stories.

What happens when no one is
looking? What's out there in the
dead of night? On the dark side of
the moon? What ARE those strange
sounds in the night?

Are there magical stories in your
family, community? How can we
hone our intuitive skills for healing
all that is broken? What discoveries
are we germinating in these times?

What does darkness teach us? What
is illuminated by shadow? How do
we free darkness from its association
with the negative? How are women
taking back the night? What generous
gifts and brutal woundings are given
by the goddesses of darkness? Have
you ever come back from a dark night
of the soul?

What enchantments can we offer
the earth in her dark night of the
soul? How can we heal shadow
wounds inflicted by Patriarchy:
racism, homelessness, trafficking,
mistreatment of boarder crossers, and
abuse of women, war? What seeds of
transformation, personal and societal,
are swelling in today’s darkness?

Final due date: August 1, 2020

WE’MOON CONTRIBUTOR’S LICENSE

NOTE: Please read the Submission Guidelines Carefully, and complete all of the following:

If you find this form daunting, you are not alone. Please call and we will happily assist you. (541) 956-6052

1. Permission to publish

Check here to
signify that you
understand and
agree:

a) I grant Mother Tongue Ink (referred to as MT Ink) permission to reproduce, publish and distribute worldwide my original
work(s) as listed on the back of this form, as part of:
		 • We’Moon printed and electronic products, and derivative products—including but not limited to calendars, date
		 books, note cards, anthologies—as many products as MT Ink deems appropriate
• MT Ink’s promotional/outreach/educational materials
• MT Ink’s world wide web site
b) I grant MT Ink permission worldwide to translate and distribute my original work(s) in other languages

2. Permission to edit, crop, et cetera

N/A

NO

YES

MT Ink reserves the right to copy-edit material, edit bylines for length, prepare graphics as necessary for publication, and
combine or collage work with other written and visual materials.
a) For written material I understand that MT Ink has the right to:
• edit my written work				
		
• excerpt my written work						
b) For visual art material I understand that MT Ink has the right to:
• crop and/or use only portions of my image(s)			
• electronically alter my image(s)

3. Photographer’s Release
a) I understand that it is the responsibility of photographers to get permission from subjects—any recognizable humans—
that appear in their work to be photographed and published. I certify that I have permission from my subjects to publish
submitted photographs of them. I release, indemnify and hold harmless MT Ink from any related liability.
b) Enclosed is a photographer’s subject release form (available for download at www.wemoon.ws).

4. Copyright information

a) I confirm that no one else owns exclusive rights to the work(s) listed on back, including other publications and foreign rights
(i.e., photographers of your artwork, copyrighted tattoo art, wording or designs included in your artwork).
b) I wish to have my own individual work credited in ONE of the following ways: (Check One)

©

Retains my individual copyright on my own work; work
may not be reprinted by anyone other than MT Ink as
stated above, except with my explicit permission.

¤

Frees the copyright on my work so that it may be passed
among wemoon who wish to reprint it in the spirit of the
“Mother Tongue”—as long as they credit me as author/
artist and send We’Moon and myself courtesy copies.

5. Permission to release contact information
If we receive inquiries about your work, may we give out your contact info?

6. Compensation
I have read and agree to the Compensation terms on the page that accompanies this license.

7. Terms of “The Call”

Please take the time to read the terms, guidelines and specifications on the page attached to this license.
I agree that the accompanying terms, guidelines and specifications of “The Call” are incorporated and made part of this LICENSE.

Credit Name (as you wish it to be published) Note: Space is limited
									 Check if you have submitted Art or
								
Writing to We'Moon in the past.

Legal Name:______________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip, Country____________________________________________________
Phone ____________________________ E-mail ________________________________
Website _________________________________________________________________
Signature (required) ___________________________________ Date ________________
PLEASE NOTIFY US IF ANY OF YOUR CONTACT INFO CHANGES.

We may need to contact you about your work for years to come.
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NO

YES

8. Notification

I have included a SASE (Self Addressed Stamped Envelope)—legal size (9½ x 4") to be used to notify me about whether or
not my work was accepted for publication and to receive a Call for Contributions for upcoming editions of We’Moon. If you
live outside of the U.S., you do not need to include postage on your self-addressed envelope.

9. Future Use

MT Ink has permission to keep any of the work listed below in its ongoing files for consideration in future We’Moon editions
and for possible other publishing uses by MT Ink, We’Moon Land or We’Mooniversity, in the spirit of We’Moon.
PLEASE NOTE: NO ART OR WRITING WILL BE RETURNED.

10. Bylines

We offer space in the appendix for Contributor Bylines. If your work is selected for publication, and you would like us
to include a byline, please write it in the space provided. NOTE: Maximum of 40 words. Include any website or contact
information you would like to share with the public.

________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
11. List of Submissions

Itemize all contributions below, indicating each piece’s TITLE and the YEAR the work was created (Credit Year) as you wish it published.
Be sure each piece you’re submitting is clearly labeled on the back with your CREDIT NAME, the COPYRIGHT SYMBOL you chose in
item #4 of this license, and the same TITLE and Credit YEAR as listed below.

Title of Piece

Credit
Year

or
Art Writing

Title of Piece

Credit
Year

or
Art Writing

Due Date:

Postmark Submissions by August 1, 2020 to:

MT Ink: 2022 Submissions
181 Brimstone Rd.
Wolf Creek, OR 97497 USA
This license, Call for Contributions and photographer’s release are all available online at wemoon.ws
If you have any questions, you may contact us by phone: (541) 956-6052 or by e-mail: mothertongue@wemoon.ws.

We will notify you by Spring 2021 to let you know if your work
will be included in We’Moon 2022.
Be sure to retain a copy of this form for your records!

 Thank you for your creative contributions to We’Moon! 
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